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To achieve secure quantum key distribution, all imperfections in the source unit must be incorporated in
a security proof and measured in the lab. Here we perform a proof-of-principle demonstration of the exper-
imental techniques for characterizing the source phase and intensity fluctuation in commercial quantum
key distribution systems. When we apply the measured phase-fluctuation intervals to the security proof
that takes into account fluctuations in the state preparation, it predicts a key distribution distance of over
100 km of fiber. The measured intensity fluctuation intervals are, however, so large that the proof predicts
zero key, indicating a source improvement may be needed. Our characterization methods pave the way for
a future certification standard.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution (QKD), which guarantees
information-theoretically secure communication in theory,
has become one of the most widely applied techniques
of quantum information processing [1,2]. However, prac-
tical imperfections in devices challenge the theoretically
guaranteed security during QKD global-scale deployment
[3–12]. Fortunately, a measurement-device-independent
(MDI) QKD protocol [13] is immune to all measurement-
side secure loopholes, because this protocol does not make
assumption on the measurement devices. Thus, the loop-
holes in the source unit are the last obstacle to achieve
security of QKD in reality [8,9,14–16]. The most effective
solution to eliminate such a security threat is to consider
the practical imperfections of the source in the security
model.

The most widely used ideal source model is the one
that emits only a single photon without encoding errors,
and based on this model, numerous security proofs have
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been made [17–19]. Unfortunately, however, this model
does not properly reflect the actual properties of practi-
cal sources. One imperfection is that a practical source
sometimes emits multiple photons. Another is that an
encoding operation inevitably entails modulation inaccu-
racies owing to limited precision of experimental devices.
These imperfections must be incorporated in the security
proofs. Thanks to the invention of the decoy-state method
[20–22], where Alice probabilistically varies the mean
photon number of phase-randomized coherent light and it
only matters that the source has a sufficiently large portion
of single-photon emission, we can remove the requirement
of the single-photon source [23]. To tackle the encoding
inaccuracies, two approaches have been proposed. The
first one is to take this into account by considering the
fidelity between the Z- and X -basis states [24–26]. The
second one is to employ a loss-tolerant protocol where
basis-mismatched events are exploited besides the basis-
matched ones for a better estimation of leaked information
[27–29]. The loss-tolerant protocol has a remarkable prop-
erty that the secret key is tolerant to the channel loss even
if the source emits a state deviated from the expected one.
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Owing to this advantage, this protocol has attracted inten-
sive attention in theory [30–33] and experiment [30,34].
The original loss-tolerant protocol [27] has been made
more practical by generalizing it to the case where Alice
knows only the intervals of the phase and intensity fluc-
tuations of the coherent source [32,33]. Long-distance
QKD using the loss-tolerant protocol has been realized
under realistic intervals of phase and intensity fluctuations
[30,31,33,35,36].

To apply these security proofs to calculate the key rate of
a running QKD system, one obtains some parameters from
the QKD system during raw key exchange as the inputs of
the calculation. For instance, the detection gain and qubit
error rate (QBER) should be observed in order to calcu-
late the secure key rate in the decoy-state protocol [21].
Similarly, the trace distance should be known before quan-
tifying the amount of leaked information from the source
[15,37]. For the imperfect state encoding, the fluctuation
or deviation of state modulation should be characterized
as a crucial value for key-rate calculation. Reference [30]
experimentally measures the averaged phase deviation of
modulation and applies it to the loss-tolerant protocol [27]
with finite-size analysis. However, there is no methodol-
ogy so far to characterize the fluctuation interval of the
imperfect modulation in a practical QKD system [33].

Here we propose two methods of experimentally charac-
terizing fluctuation, one for phase and another for intensity.
We apply each of them to a QKD system to obtain the
intervals of phase and intensity fluctuation. By following
the loss-tolerant protocol in Ref. [33], we treat the opti-
cal pulses that lie in this interval as untagged signals and
the others as tagged signals. Note that the secret key is
extracted from the untagged signals, and the information
of the tagged signals is completely leaked to an eavesdrop-
per. The simulation shows that secret key can be produced
between Alice and Bob over more than 100 km of fiber
with 1013 pulses sent, when the phase fluctuation is only
considered. However the measured intensity fluctuation is
too large for the secret key to be produced, owing to the
relatively unstable type of source used in the QKD system
we test (a gain-switched semiconductor laser). We there-
fore simulate performance of a system that has the actual
measured phase fluctuation and a fraction of the measured
intensity fluctuation, to demonstrate how much the source
has to be improved.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sec.
II we state all the assumptions on the QKD system in our
method. Section III presents the methodology of charac-
terizing the phase fluctuation on an experimental example
of a modified Clavis2 QKD system from ID Quantique.
Section IV presents the methodology of characterizing the
intensity fluctuation on a different prototype QKD system.
The experimentally obtained values of phase and intensity
fluctuation are applied to the security proof in Sec. V. We
conclude in Sec. VI.

II. ASSUMPTIONS IN EXPERIMENTS

To characterize the uncertainty of state preparation,
the intervals of phase fluctuation are measured on a
commercial plug-and-play phase-encoding QKD system
Clavis2 from ID Quantique [38]. Since no decoy states are
employed in the Clavis2 system, the intervals of intensity
fluctuation are measured on another prototype QKD sys-
tem running a decoy-state BB84 protocol with polarization
encoding. The phase and intensity intervals are measured
on two separate QKD systems because we have had no
access to a QKD system that employs a phase-encoding
loss-tolerant protocol with decoy-state method. However,
the methodology of characterization proposed in this work
is general and applicable to the loss-tolerant QKD systems.

The phase and intensity fluctuations are considered in
the security proof proposed in Ref. [33]. For those not
familiar with the security model in Ref. [33], the frame-
work is recapped in Appendix A. In this security proof,
the source’s phase and intensity fluctuation falls within a
phase interval Rc

ph and intensity interval Rk
int with proba-

bility at least (1 − pfail). A value outside either Rc
ph or Rk

int
is regarded as an error, which happens with probability at
most pfail. Given a mean value m of the phase or intensity
for a certain state the source prepares, the interval may be
defined as (1 ± x%/100%) m, or briefly ±x%, where x is
an arbitrary factor. If a statistical distribution of the emit-
ted states is measured and found to be Gaussian, as is the
case in our experiments, the interval may alternatively be
defined as m ± yσ , or briefly ±yσ , where σ is the standard
deviation and y an arbitrary factor. The error probability
pfail has to be a small value, usually on the order of 10−9.
These are the only two parameters required by the proof.

In order to ensure our characterization is valid, below
we summarize all the assumptions we make in the experi-
ments.

(1) The phase and intensity values obtained by measur-
ing bright pulses with classical photodetectors are identical
to these of pulses attenuated to a single-photon level.

(2) The laser generates single-mode pulses with the ran-
domized common phase of signal and reference pulses,
which corresponds to Assumption (A1) in Appendix A.

(3) The phase distribution for each choice of ci ∈
C := {0Z , 1Z , 0X } and the intensity distribution for each
choice of ki ∈ K := {k1, k2, k3} are identically and inde-
pendently distributed, although our security model can
handle the setting-choice-independent correlation (SCIC)
that is explained in (A2) in Appendix A.

(4) The classical photodetectors are well characterized
to linearly convert optical power to electrical voltage,
and the oscilloscopes measure the input electrical voltage
linearly.

(5) In our experiment, we first measure the phase value
in each of about 105 samples (or intensity value in 1.5 ×
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105 signal and 2.5 × 104 decoy and vacuum states each).
Then we plot the resulting phase (or intensity) distribu-
tions. For simplicity, we assume that these sample sizes
are large enough to ignore statistic noise.

(6) The phase θA = 0 is assumed to be a reference state,
relative to which the other states are encoded. We then
characterize the noise at θA = 0 and remove it from the
other states. This removes both fluctuation introduced by
the remaining parts of the experiment and any possible
fluctuation of the reference state itself. Regarding inten-
sity modulator (IM), it is assumed to be free of fluctuation
when the QKD system is powered on but does not run a
raw-key exchange. The measured results for the case of
no key exchange then characterize the fluctuation from the
remaining parts of the experiment. Also, we assume that
these fluctuations are the same during our measurements
of the other values of θA or intensity. Therefore, we can
use a signal-processing technique to remove the noise.

(7) The filtering technique of singular-value-
decomposition (SVD; see Appendix B) is assumed to work
sufficiently well to remove most of the noise and output
distributions of phase and intensity that are close to the
real ones.

(8) The fluctuation measured from the nonrandom
phase modulation is assumed to be identical to that of
random phase modulation during the stage of raw-key
exchange in QKD protocol.

III. EXPERIMENT OF PHASE
CHARACTERIZATION

In this work, we first focus on the experimental char-
acterization of phase fluctuation. The characterized phase
interval Rc

ph is applied to estimate the upper bound on the
number of phase errors per Eq. (24) in Ref. [33]. In order
to study the methodology of fluctuation measurement and
have a rough idea about the values of phase-fluctuation

interval Rc
ph in practical QKD systems, we conduct a proof-

of-principle measurement to characterize this parameter.
The phase interval Rc

ph is measured in the commercial QKD
system Clavis2 from ID Quantique [38], which is a plug-
and-play scheme [39,40]. Of note, this scheme is quite
suitable to measure the phase value, because it is inherently
stable without active calibration—the phase drift, polar-
ization birefringence, and laser-intensity fluctuations are
automatically compensated.

The Clavis2 system works as follows (see Fig. 1). To
avoid confusion, we call Bob in this system as Charlie
hereafter, who performs the characterization of phase fluc-
tuation instead of acting as the receiver of a running QKD
system like Bob. The laser emits linear-polarization pulses
in a single mode with randomized phases at the repetition
rate of 5 MHz. Each pulse then splits to be two pulses
(signal pulse in the long arm and reference pulse in the
short arm with 50 ns timing difference), combined and
sent to Alice via an optical fiber. At this point, the signal
and reference pulses are in the vertical and the horizontal
polarizations, respectively. Alice modulates only the phase
of the signal pulse, reflects both pulses with a Faraday
mirror (FM), and sends them back to Charlie after atten-
uating the pulses to single-photon level. Charlie modulates
the phase of the reference pulse (that is now routed into
the long arm), and then the interfered signals are detected
by two single-photon detectors (SPDs). The delay line in
Alice is used to store a packet of 1700 incoming pulse pairs
(called a frame), thus avoiding an intersection between the
incoming and reflected pulses in the quantum channel.

In the experiment, we would like to characterize the
phase fluctuation Rc

ph of the built-in PM in Alice in the
Clavis2 system. Note that the previous work in Ref. [30]
measured only the mean value of the modulated phase,
but not its distribution. In order to measure the latter, we
modify Bob in Clavis2 to be a Charlie module as shown
in Fig. 2, which acts as a characterization apparatus. We
design this measurement apparatus accordingly to apply

PM

LaserPM

FM

Charlie
Alice

Delay line Quantum channel

PBS Short arm

Long arm 50:50
BS

CIR

SPD1 SPD2

PRFPGA

VOA

QRNG FPGA

QRNG

FIG. 1. Scheme of Clavis2 plug-and-play QKD system. Alice’s PM controlled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) randomly
applies a phase θA ∈ {0, π/2, π , 3π/2}, and Charlie’s PM controlled by another FPGA randomly applies a phase θB ∈ {0, π/2}. The
quantum random-number generators (QRNGs) provide random numbers to the FPGAs, in order to randomly select the phases. The
90◦ polarization rotator (PR) in Charlie is not a discrete component but is implemented by effectively “twisting” the fiber in the plane
of the drawing, such that the light polarizations in the two arms become orthogonal at the PBS. In practice, this is achieved by aligning
the axes of the polarization-maintaining fiber pigtails appropriately between the PBS and PM. SPD, single-photon detector; BS, beam
splitter; PBS, polarization beam splitter; FM, Faraday mirror; CIR, circulator; VOA, variable optical attenuator.
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FIG. 2. Setup for phase-distribution measurement. Alice and Charlie are connected by a 1-m fiber. The device under test, Alice’s
phase modulator (PM), is still controlled by the FPGA in the system, and Charlie’s PM is controlled by an external function generator
(FG). The replacements required for this measurement are highlighted in gray; the VOA and the QRNG in Alice are inactivated. See
text for details. CD, classical photodetector (optical-to-electrical converter); LPF, low-pass filter.

a stable, calibrated, passively low-pass-filtered phase shift
to the entire frame of the incoming light pulses to do a
correct measurement. In this figure, replacements are high-
lighted in gray, and inactivated components are in gray
dashed boxes. In order to obtain pulses with high inten-
sities, we set Alice’s VOA to its lowest possible setting
(about 2 dB). The SPDs at the outputs of Charlie’s interfer-
ometer are replaced with two classical optical-to-electrical
(O/E) converters (LeCroy OE455 with 3.5-GHz electrical
bandwidth) connected to an oscilloscope (LeCroy 760Zi
with 6-GHz analog bandwidth and 20-GHz sampling rate).
In order to separately measure the distribution of each
phase value, we inactivate the QRNG in Alice and apply
the same phase value to every pulse. Charlie’s PM is
controlled by an external function generator (FG; High-
land Technology P400) to provide a stable, fluctuation-free
phase θB ∈ {0, π/2}. We explain this point in more detail
later. A passive low-pass filter (LPF) with 20-kHz cutoff
is inserted between the output of the function generator
and Charlie’s PM, ensuring a low-noise electrical signal
at the latter. Note that in the plug-and-play system used
here, one cannot simply apply a static phase shift in the
modified Charlie, as it would have canceled out when the
frame of light pulses goes out of Charlie then returns. How-
ever, a single long phase-shifting electrical pulse externally
applied at the modified Charlie’s PM well in advance of
the returning frame is sufficient to perform an accurate
measurement in this system configuration.

The procedure of the experiment is as follows.
Stage 0. Preset.
This stage mainly focuses on preparing the electronic

signal applied to Charlie’s PM to serve a stable modula-
tion, which ensures the fluctuation we later measure in the
experiment is only from Alice’s PM, but not from that of
Charlie. When a frame of pulses comes back to Charlie,
the function generator applies a 500-µs-long voltage pulse
that covers the entire 350-µs frame, avoiding frequent ris-
ing and falling edges and thus avoiding oscillations in the
voltage. Also, this voltage pulse is applied slightly before

the frame and ends after the frame. Thus, no optical pulse
is modulated during the rising and falling edges of the volt-
age pulse, and an identical phase is applied to all the optical
pulses in the frame. Furthermore, the 20-kHz-bandwidth
LPF mitigates small fluctuation due to any electronic noise,
resulting in a steady voltage level. This strategy of pro-
viding a stable modulation to Charlie’s PM is applied to
both the following calibration and measurement. However,
we cannot adopt this technique to Alice’s PM because the
phase is not randomly modulated pulse by pulse, which
does not satisfy the fundamental assumption of QKD.

Stage 1. Calibration.
Calibration is necessary to perform precise measure-

ment and determine the voltage value applied to Charlie’s
PM for θB = π/2. First, we set both θA = 0 and θB =
0. Ideally, this would result in a full interference: CD2
receives all the energy, but zero energy measured by CD1.
However, in practice, the energy detected by CD1 is not
zero, due to imperfect alignment between Alice and Char-
lie. Thus, we denote the output energy at CD1 under this
misalignment by D1,min, meanwhile the output energy mea-
sured by CD2 is maximum, denoted by D2,max. Then we
keep θA = 0 and scan the voltage applied to Charlie’s PM.
During the scanning, the maximum output energy mea-
sured by CD1 is denoted by D1,max, and at this moment
the output energy measured by CD2 is minimum, denoted
by D2,min. It is notable that D2,max is slightly smaller than
D1,max because the circulator between the interferometer’s
output and CD2 introduces loss. A ratio R = D1,max/D2,max
quantifies this extra loss, which we compensate in the
phase calculation in Stage 3.

To obtain a precise voltage for θB = π/2, we gradu-
ally increase the voltage applied to Charlie’s PM from
zero (while keeping θA = 0), until we detect the energy of
(D1,max − D1,min)/2 at CD1 and the energy of (D2,max −
D2,min)/2 at CD2. These happen simultaneously. This
moment implies the relative phase between Alice and
Charlie is π/2. Since we have set θA = 0, we can deduce
that θB = π/2.
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After this calibration, we perform the following stages
for each phase value θA ∈ {0, π/2, π}.

Stage 2. Measurement.
In order to measure the fluctuation of each θA, Alice’s

PM modulates every pulse individually but applies the
same phase. Charlie’s PM applies either θB = 0 (for
Alice’s phase θA = π/2) or θB = π/2 (for θA = 0 or π )
to ensure that phase difference between Alice and Charlie
is always π/2 no matter which θA Alice selects. The π/2
working point is necessary for the measurement, because
at the 0 and π points of full interference, the derivative of
the output energy would tend to zero and not allow phase
extraction. On the other hand, the point at π/2 can provide
the maximal derivative of the output energy as a function

of the phase, allowing us to perform an accurate mea-
surement. Typical waveforms measured by CD1 and CD2
are shown in Fig. 3. The measured energy of each pulse
is calculated by integrating the power between the gray
lines. The whole system keeps running until we collect 105

pulses for each phase value.
Stage 3. Phase calculation.
Let us denote the energy measured by the two detectors

as D1,θA and D2,θA . The value of the actual phase, θ ′
A, can

be calculated after we compensate the extra loss for CD2
by multiplying its energy by the ratio R obtained at Stage
1 and subtract the global misalignment between Alice and
Charlie. Thus, the phase deviation δ between the real phase
θ ′

A and the ideal phase θA can be calculated as [41]

δ = θ ′
A − θA =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

2 arctan

(

−
√

D1,θA−D1,min

R
(

D2,θA−D2,min

)

)

− �, if θ ′
A − θB < 0

2 arctan
√

D1,θA−D1,min

R
(

D2,θA−D2,min

) − �, if θ ′
A − θB > 0

, (1)

where � = θA − θB is the nominal phase difference
between Alice and Charlie. According to the measured
D1,θA and D2,θA over 105 pulses for each θA, the empirical
distribution of δ is shown in Fig. 4(a).

Stage 4. Noise removal.
As mentioned in Assumption (6), we assume that θA = 0

is ideal, and the measurement result in this case char-
acterizes the fluctuation from the remaining parts of the
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FIG. 3. Typical waveforms measured by CD1 and CD2 for
θA = π/2. The energy of each pulse is calculated by integrating
the power between the gray lines.

experiment, which we treat as noise. To obtain the real
phase distributions for θA = π/2 and π , we have to filter
out this noise from the measured results. This is done by
using a SVD filter [42,43] (see Appendix B), with help
from the characterized distribution of noise. In this pro-
cessing, the SVD algorithm is first applied to the signal
of the measured Gaussian noise to factorize out the sin-
gular values (the positive square root of eigenvalues) of
the noise, which contributes to small singular values [44].
Then a filtering threshold is set. Consequently, the SVD
algorithm is employed to the signal measured by CD1 and
CD2 in the cases θA = π/2 and π . The obtained singu-
lar values that are smaller than the threshold are discarded
to remove the effect of the noise. The remaining singular
values are reconstructed by the reverse SVD to form the
filtered signal.

Then the phase distribution is calculated again, as is
shown in Fig. 4(b). We note that thanks to Assumption (6),
we can assume that the distributions in Fig. 4(b) represent
the real distributions of phases that are modulated by Alice.
Since the distributions are assumed to be Gaussian, which
looks indeed to be the case in Fig. 4, we describe the real
phase θ ′

A = θA + δ by a mean value θ ′
A and a standard devi-

ation σθ ′
A
, listed in Table I. Here θ ′

A represents the amount
of systematic error remaining after a careful calibration
process and σθ ′

A
quantifies the actual random fluctuation

of the optical pulses’ phase.
While Clavis2 does not self-calibrate the voltages

applied at the phase modulators after leaving the factory,
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FIG. 4. Empirical distribution of phase deviation δ for different phases Alice applies, (a) before and (b) after noise filtering at Stage
4. The dots are measured data, and the curves are Gaussian approximations. Intervals Rc

ph are shown as bars.

other QKD systems may periodically recalibrate them,
making θ ′

A vary during the operation. They may also drift
with changing environmental conditions (such as the tem-
perature) and the age of the hardware. However, a minor
deviation of the mean from the ideal value has virtually no
effect on the key rate in this security proof [33].

IV. EXPERIMENT OF INTENSITY
CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we present the methodology and experi-
mental results of measuring the intensity fluctuation. Simi-
lar to the phase interval, the characterized intensity interval
Rk

int is applied to estimate the lower bound on the single-
photon detection rate among the signal states according
to Eq. (21) in Ref. [33], which is then employed in
the framework of security proof proposed in Ref. [33].
To demonstrate the method of characterizing the inten-
sity interval, we conduct a proof-of-principle experiment
on another industrial-prototype BB84 QKD system that
employs weak + vacuum decoy-state protocol [21] and
polarization encoding. (Since Clavis2 lacks intensity mod-
ulation and this BB84 system uses polarization encoding,
we could not measure both phase and intensity fluctuation
in the same system. However using two different systems

TABLE I. Parameters of Gaussian approximation of phase
distributions.

Nominal phase θA θ ′
A σθ ′

A

0 0 0
π/2 0.4970π 0.0028π

π 0.9939π 0.0057π

should not impair the demonstration of either characteri-
zation methodology.) Here we measure Rk

int for the signal,
decoy, and vacuum state.

In our test, we employ only the source unit Alice of
this QKD system, whose scheme is shown in Fig. 5. In
Alice, a laser diode generates identical optical pulses at
40-MHz repetition rate, which are randomly modulated to
different intensities by an intensity modulator (IM). These
optical pulses are then encoded into different polarization
states by a polarization modulator (pol-M) and attenuated
by a VOA. The randomization of the polarization modu-
lation and intensity modulation is provided by the FPGA
with random numbers generated by QRNG. We assume
any of the above parts except the VOA may contribute to
the intensity fluctuation of the source. The VOA, being a
slow electromechanical device, should be unable to intro-
duce fast fluctuations. In order to be able to characterize
the intensity fluctuations, we set the VOA at its minimum

IM

Alice

VOA
CD

OscilloscopeLaser

FPGA

QRNG

pol-M

FIG. 5. Setup for intensity distribution measurement. In the
device under test, Alice’s laser diode generates optical pulses.
They pass through an intensity modulator (IM) and polariza-
tion modulator (pol-M), which are both controlled by the FPGA
with random numbers provided by QRNG. The VOA in Alice
is inactivated by bypassing it. The measurement devices are
classical photodetector (CD; optical-to-electrical converter) and
oscilloscope.
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FIG. 6. Typical waveforms of the three intensity states mea-
sured in the experiment. The energy of each pulse is calculated
by integrating the power between the gray lines.

attenuation, obtaining brighter pulses. The output of Alice
is sent to an O/E converter (Picometrix PT-40A with 38-
GHz electrical bandwidth) that connects to an oscilloscope
(Agilent DSOX93304Q with 33-GHz analog bandwidth
and 80-GHz sampling rate). The system is set to run the
raw-key exchange during our test.

The procedure of the experiment is as follows.
Stage 1. Noise calibration.
Before conducting the intensity interval characteriza-

tion, the distribution of instrument noise shall be calibrated
first. Thus, after configuring the testing setup, all the equip-
ment, including Alice, is powered on, but no raw-key
exchange is started. The oscilloscope collects the distribu-
tion of instrument noise as a reference, which is shown in
the inset in Fig. 7(a).

Stage 2. Measurement.
In order to measure the intensity fluctuations of the sig-

nal, decoy, and vacuum state, Alice continuously runs the
raw-key exchange to generate optical pulses with random
intensities (with signal:decoy:vacuum probability ratio of
6:1:1), until 2 × 105 pulses in total are collected by the
oscilloscope. In this way, the three intensity levels are
recorded in one run. The typical waveforms measured in
the experiment are shown in Fig. 6.

Stage 3. Intensity calculation.
After the measurement, we process the recorded oscillo-

grams to calculate the single-photon-level intensities. The
photon number of each optical pulse is calculated as

μ = (Se/Go−e) A
hc/λ

, (2)

where the measured area under the voltage oscillogram of
each pulse Se is obtained by integrating the signal between
the gray lines in Fig. 6, the conversion gain of the O/E

TABLE II. Parameters of Gaussian approximation of intensity
distributions.

State μ̄ σμ

Vacuum −0.78 × 10−3 0.0083
Decoy 0.236 0.0149
Signal 0.602 0.0258

converter Go−e = 703 V/W as calibrated by its manu-
facturer, and normal transmission of the VOA including
its insertion loss in the QKD system during the raw-key
exchange A = 1.876 × 10−6 (−57.3 dB). The denomina-
tor is the energy of a single photon at the laser wavelength
λ = 1550.12 nm, with h being the Planck constant and
c the speed of light. The calculated pulse intensities are
then binned in histograms to produce distributions shown
in Fig. 7(a).

Stage 4. Noise removal.
To remove instrument noise from the measured results,

we use a SVD filter (see Appendix B) with an input of
the instrument noise distribution collected at Stage 1. The
SVD processing is identical to that described in Stage 4 of
the phase interval measurement. The processing is applied
to the measured electrical signals of all three intensity lev-
els. The filtered electrical signals are then used to calculate
the photon numbers again according to Eq. (2), which
are binned into histograms again. The result is shown in
Fig. 7(b). Similarly to the phase distributions, the distri-
butions of intensities are also nearly Gaussian, with their
parameters listed in Table II. It is notable that, in theory, the
vacuum state is zero. However, in practice, measurement is
always affected by noise, so we cannot get the perfect zero
for the vacuum state but obtain, in this particular instance,
a small negative value.

The extracted intensity distributions are much wider rel-
ative to their mean values than the phase distributions.
We attribute this to stochastic dynamic processes in the
gain-switched laser that generate energy noise (and tim-
ing jitter) of short pulses produced by it. As will be shown
shortly, this leads to zero secure key rate with the available
proof. This indicates that this simple gain-switched laser
source may be unsuitable for secure QKD. Improvements
to the source that reduce the laser’s timing jitter [45] might
also reduce its energy noise and should be tested in future
work. Moreover, the random modulation of intensity, com-
pared to the fixed modulation of phase, may also introduce
extra fluctuation, which also shall be investigated in future
work.

V. SIMULATION OF SECRET KEY RATE

We employ the security proof and simulation technique
proposed in Ref. [33] to calculate the secret key rate. In
order to thoroughly show the effect of the phase and inten-
sity fluctuation on the secret key rate, we consider three
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cases. We first calculate the key rate with phase fluctua-
tion only (assuming there is no intensity fluctuation), then
with intensity fluctuation only, then with both phase and
intensity fluctuation. For all the following simulations we
assume that Bob uses single-photon detectors with 80%
photon detection efficiency and dark count probability of
10−9 per optical pulse, such as superconducting-nanowire
detectors from Scontel [46]. The security parameter εs is
set to be 10−10, and the efficiency of the error-correcting
codes fe is assumed to be 1.05. We assume fiber loss of
0.20 dB/km.

A. Phase fluctuation only

We first simulate the scenario when the intensity modu-
lation is perfect and only the phase fluctuation exists. We
apply the experimental values of phase fluctuation from
Table I. The phase falling outside the fluctuation inter-
val θ ′

A ± 6.2σθ ′
A

either for θA = 0 or π/2 is regarded as
an error, and the probability of having such error pfail =
1.13 × 10−9. Signal and decoy intensities are optimized
at each fiber length. The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 8. The dashed (solid) lines show the secret key rates
without (with) phase fluctuation, for three different total
numbers of pulses sent by Alice Nsent.

The presence of the phase fluctuation reduces the secure
key rate at a short distance by about a factor of 4 and the
maximum transmission distance by about 35 km. Notably,
the distance can still be longer than 100 km for 1013 pulses
sent. Although in Clavis2 a key distribution session of the
latter size would take about 2 months, a higher-speed 1-
GHz system could complete it under 3 h.

To see how much phase noise the system can tolerate,
we have also run the simulation with an artificially
increased fluctuation, multiplying the experimentally

obtained σθ ′
A

by a factor. The system keeps producing
secret key until approximately 2σθ ′

A
.

B. Intensity fluctuation only

Next, we calculate the key rates with intensity fluctua-
tion but no phase fluctuation. Unfortunately, the simulation
cannot directly take the measured mean photon numbers
and standard deviations shown in Table II to obtain a
positive key rate. This is because the measured mean pho-
ton numbers of the decoy and signal are not optimized
for the simulation at each fiber length. Moreover, the
measured intensity fluctuation of the gain-switched laser
diode source is too large to generate a key under this proof.
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FIG. 8. Simulated key rate when only phase fluctuation is con-
sidered. The dashed lines are key rates with the measured mean
value of phase but without any fluctuation. The solid lines show
key rates with the phase fluctuation obtained from experiment in
Table I. The number of pulses sent by Alice is 1013 for black
lines, 1012.5 for red (dark gray) lines, and 1012 for green (light
gray) lines.
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Therefore, in order to provide a reference for an accept-
able level of intensity fluctuation, we analyze the key rates
under two scenarios: (a) the mean photon numbers are
fixed and taken from the experimental results but the fluc-
tuation interval is set to be ±0.5% or ±1%, and (b) the
mean photon numbers are optimized for each fiber length
and fluctuation is also set to be ±1%. In both scenarios, we
set the probability that the actual intensity value is outside
the fluctuation interval at 1.41 × 10−9. The vacuum state is
assumed to have μ̄ = 10−3 and zero fluctuation. The phase
is set to have zero fluctuation but the measured mean val-
ues θ ′

A (Table I); the latter values have virtually no effect
on the key rate in this security proof [33].

Scenario (a): Fixed mean photon numbers with fixed
fluctuation. The mean photon numbers for the decoy and
signal are taken from Table II, and Nsent = 1013. The result-
ing key rates with different amounts of intensity fluctuation
are shown in Fig. 9. The fluctuation is set to be ±0.5% or
±1% for both the signal and decoy state. While without
the imperfection the distance reaches 90 km, a moder-
ate amount of fluctuation of just ±0.5% (±1%) reduces
it to 30 km (17 km). This high sensitivity to the fluc-
tuation is attributed to our using the fixed mean photon
numbers of the states. Note that the fluctuation ranges sim-
ulated are approximately 25–80 times smaller than those
obtained from the experiment in Sec. IV: the ±6.2σμ range
is ±39.1% for the decoy state and ±26.6% for the signal
state. The source intensity noise should thus be drastically
reduced to accommodate the available security proof.

Scenario (b): Optimized mean photon numbers with
fixed fluctuation. In this simulation, the mean photon num-
ber of the decoy state is optimized between 0.001 and 0.15,
and that of the signal state is optimized between 0.1 and
0.8. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Key rates for three
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FIG. 10. Simulated key rates with only intensity fluctuation
with optimized mean photon numbers at each distance. The
dashed lines are the secret key rates without any fluctuation,
while the solid lines are those with ±1% fluctuation of inten-
sity modulation. The number of pulses sent by Alice is 1013 for
black lines, 1012.5 for red (dark gray) lines, and 1012 for green
(light gray) lines.

different Nsent are plotted, with all the other parameters
being identical.

This simulation shows that optimising the mean pho-
ton numbers of the decoy and signal allows to tolerate
the intensity fluctuation much better. The key rate at a
short distance is not significantly reduced and the maxi-
mum transmission distance only decreases by about 13 km.
For the same fluctuation of ±1%, the maximum distance
with optimized photon numbers reaches 123 km versus
17 km with the fixed photon numbers. This is a signif-
icant advantage. However this means the experimental
characterization should in the future be extended to mea-
sure fluctuation in a range of mean photon numbers, which
makes it more complex.

C. Phase and intensity fluctuation

Finally, we consider fluctuations in both the intensity
and phase. The overall error probability is set to be 2.54 ×
10−9, which is the probability that the phase is outside
the fluctuation interval of ±6.2σθ ′

A
or the actual intensity

value is outside the fluctuation interval of ±1% or ±3%.
Other relevant assumptions are taken from the phase-only
and intensity-only fluctuation simulations. The results are
shown in Fig. 11.

Combining the phase and intensity fluctuation intro-
duces some drop in the key rate and maximum distance.
For example, with only intensity fluctuation of ±1% inter-
val, the maximum distance is 123 km for Nsent = 1013

(Fig. 10), however when the phase fluctuation is added
it drops to 78 km (Fig. 11). When the intensity interval
is widened to ±3%, the key rate and maximum distance
decay rapidly, and no key is produced for the lowest
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Nsent = 1012. This shows that controlling the intensity fluc-
tuation in the QKD hardware is crucial, at least with the
security proof currently available [33].

We stress that our security proof [33] assumes that when
an individual state is outside the set fluctuation range, Eve
can get perfect information about the raw key, which is
the worst scenario in theory but is not a specific known
attack. We admit this for the simplicity of analysis, and this
assumption may be one of the major causes of the severe
performance degradation. In the future, we plan to consider
how to remove this assumption for better performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose and experimentally demonstrate method-
ology for characterizing source fluctuation in phase and
intensity in QKD. We then apply our characterization
results to the security proof of the three-state, loss-tolerant
protocol [33]. The fluctuations lead to a significant reduc-
tion in the secure key rate and maximum transmission
distance in fiber. In fact, the intensity fluctuation we mea-
sure on the gain-switched semiconductor laser source is
so large that the proof predicts no key. There is room for
improvement in the source hardware, especially to reduce
its intensity fluctuation. An alternative might be using a
seeded pulsed laser source [45] or using a continuous-wave
laser and produce phase-randomized pulses with intensity
and phase modulators. Likewise the security proof and
details of the QKD protocol might be improved to give
a higher key rate at the same fluctuation. This may be
helped by knowing the distribution of fluctuation (such as
the Gaussian distribution we measure) [47] or by combin-
ing with the idea of twisting [48]. Finally, the development

of security proofs for other QKD protocols that incorpo-
rate source fluctuation is desirable [49,50]. Although the
security proof we use [33] cannot handle intersymbol inter-
ference [51–55], our experimental characterization tech-
niques can be adapted to also measure the latter. This
characterization methodology is a necessary element in
the upcoming formal security standards and certification
of QKD.
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APPENDIX A: PROTOCOL FRAMEWORK

We briefly describe the protocol [33] that the security
proof with modulation fluctuation is based on. Here we
consider the loss-tolerant protocol [27] with decoy-state
method, which uses three encoding states, {0Z , 1Z , 0X },
with asymmetric choice between two bases. Additionally,
we follow the framework of security proof in Ref. [33],
and the secret key is extracted from the events where Alice
and Bob both select Z basis. The detection events where
Alice and Bob have chosen different bases are used for esti-
mating the phase error rate, i.e., the amount of information
leaked to the eavesdropper.

Before describing the protocol [33], we summarize the
assumptions on the light source. How our experiment
allows us to satisfy these assumptions and extract the val-
ues for the relevant parameters is explained in main text.
The following labels (A1)–(A7) correspond to the ones in
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Ref. [33]. Note that the main contribution of our experi-
ment is to measure the phase intervals Rc

ph and intensity
intervals Rk

int in (A6).

(A1) Assumption on the emitted state: we assume that
each emitted state is a perfectly phase-randomized and
single-mode coherent state. We just assume that our exper-
iments with both QKD systems satisfy this assumption.

(A2) Correlation assumption: we assume that each
emitted signal is allowed to be correlated in a setting-
choice-independent correlation (SCIC) manner [56]. Note
that SCIC means that there exists a parameter gi in the
source device that determines the ith emitted state, and
these {gi} are allowed to be correlated with each other. For
example, gi is a temperature of the source device of the ith
pulse emission.

(A3) Random choice assumption: we assume that
each intensity choice k ∈ K := {k1, k2, k3} and each phase
choice c ∈ C := {0Z , 1Z , 0X } are independent random vari-
ables with fixed chosen probabilities.

(A4) Independence assumption of the phase and the
intensity: we assume that the ith phase and intensity are
independent from one another, which we just suppose in
our experiment.

(A5) Unique determination assumption of the phase
and the intensity: given the intensity and phase choices and
the parameter gi, the ith phase and intensity are uniquely
determined, which we also just assume in our experiment.

(A6) Assumption on the intervals for the phase and
intensity: for each phase choice c, Alice knows the phase
interval Rc

ph and for each intensity choice k, she knows the
intensity interval Rk

int. The contribution of this paper is to
characterize Rc

ph and Rk
int in practical QKD systems.

(A7) Assumption on the number of tagged signals:
among all the emitted pulses, the number of tagged signals
ntag are assumed to be upper bounded by the probabil-
ity pfail. Again, the tagged signals are the emitted pulses
whose intensity or phase is outside the intervals. This is
just a theoretical assumption. We can thus freely choose
the number of tagged signals ntag and the probability pfail
of their falling outside the intervals Rc

ph and Rk
int, such that

we obtain the maximum key rate.

Then, the loss-tolerant protocol in Ref. [33] operates as
follows.

Step 0: device characterization and parameter determi-
nation. Alice first characterizes her phase-fluctuation inter-
val, Rc

ph, and intensity-fluctuation interval, Rk
int, where c ∈

C = {0Z , 1Z , 0X } for different encoding states and k ∈ K =
{k1, k2, k3} for different intensities. Furthermore, Alice and
Bob shall decide the security parameter εs, and the number
of pulses sent Nsent.

Step 1: state preparation and transmission. Alice ran-
domly chooses an intensity setting k ∈ K and a basis with

probability P ∈ {PZ , PX }. If Z basis is selected, she pre-
pares bit 0Z or bit 1Z with equal probability. Otherwise,
she chooses bit 0X . The prepared state is sent to Bob via a
quantum channel.

Step 2: detection. Bob measures the received states by
randomly choosing a basis from Z, X with probability
P ∈ {PZ , PX }. The detection outcome is b ∈ {0, 1, ⊥, ∅},
where ⊥ and ∅ represent a double-click event and no-click
event respectively. In the double-click event, a bit value is
randomly assigned.

Alice and Bob repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until Nsent pulses
are sent to Bob.

Step 3: sifting. Bob declares the detection events and his
basis choices for these events over an authenticated public
channel. Alice checks her basis choices during these events
and announces to Bob. They keep the events where both of
them have selected Z basis as a sifted key.

Step 4: parameter estimation. Alice uses a subset of
the sifted key and the intensity interval Rk

int to calculate
a lower bound on the number of single-photon events SL

Z,1,
by Eq. (21) in Ref. [33]. Moreover, she calculates an upper
bound on the number of phase errors N U

ph,Z,1 with help
of phase interval Rc

ph, according to Eq. (24) in Ref. [33].
Thus, an upper bound on the phase error rate is given by
eU

ph,Z,1 = N U
ph,Z,1/SL

Z,1.
Step 5: error correction. Through the public channel,

Bob corrects his sifted key to be identical to that of Alice.
Step 6: privacy amplification. Alice and Bob conduct

privacy amplification to shorten the key length by using
the results from Step 4 and Step 5 to obtain the final secret
key with length l, which satisfies [33]

l ≤ SL
Z,1

[
1 − h(eU

ph,Z,1)
]

− log2
2

εPA
− λEC, (A1)

where h(x) is the binary entropy function, εPA > 0 is the
parameter related to the success probability of privacy
amplification, and λEC is the cost of error correction.

APPENDIX B: DENOISING BY SINGULAR VALUE
DECOMPOSITION

The instrument noise produced by our characterization
setups is assumed to be additive and independently and
identically distributed (IID) Gaussian, or the white noise.
We would like to filter out this uncorrelated instrument
noise from the measured phase and intensity fluctuations
produced by the QKD systems under test. If these phase
and intensity fluctuations also had Gaussian distribution,
their denoising would be very simple. The denoised dis-
tribution would be Gaussian with the same mean as the
measured distribution and the standard deviation σ =√

σ 2
measured − σ 2

noise, where σmeasured is the standard devi-
ation of the measured fluctuation-with-instrument-noise
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distribution and σnoise is the standard deviation of the
measured instrument-noise-only distribution.

However, if the phase and intensity fluctuations might
not follow the Gaussian distribution, we need to adopt a
more general denoising technique. In this case, filtering has
to be applied to individual measured waveforms (shown in
Figs. 3 and 6). In our study, we apply a filtering process
based on singular value decomposition (SVD) [42,43,57].
The measured waveforms are put into rows in an m × n
matrix M , which is then factorized as

M = USV	, (B1)

where U is an m × m unitary matrix of orthonormal eigen-
vectors of MM	, S is an m × n diagonal matrix of singular
values that are the square roots of the eigenvalues of M	M
and are arranged in descending order, and V	 is an n × n
unitary matrix containing the orthonormal eigenvectors of
M	M . After this SVD processing, the data contained in the
matrix M is represented by the singular values in matrix S.

The singular values and corresponding singular vec-
tors contain complete information about matrix M . The
characteristics of the waveforms are mainly described by
the first few singular values in matrix S. Meanwhile, the
small singular values of the additive instrument noise are
assumed to be spread over its m dimension [44]. There-
fore, theoretically the SVD method could divide the data
space of the measured waveforms into true signal and
noise subspaces by distinguishing and separating the sin-
gular values. Specifically, for the instrument noise that
is IID Gaussian, a threshold could be applied to distin-
guish between small singular values of the noise and large
ones of the signal. This threshold is determined taking
into account the prior knowledge about the strength of
the instrument noise [58]. We then truncate (i.e., zero) the
small singular values that fall below the threshold. Practice
shows that the SVD method can be effective at filtering out
the noise. The specific algorithm we use is the following.

Step 0. Construct the matrix of waveforms. After obtain-
ing the measured waveforms of optical pulses detected by
the O/E converter as oscillograms (shown in Figs. 3 and
6), each waveform period constitutes a row of the matrix
M . Let us consider the intensity fluctuation as an example.
Since the repetition frequency of the measured QKD sys-
tem is 40 MHz and the sampling rate of the oscilloscope
is 80 GHz, each period contains 2000 sampling points,
which populate a row of the matrix M . To limit the com-
puting time of SVD, our data is split into multiple matrices
containing each 100 periods of oscillogram’s data, so that
the size of each matrix M is 100 × 2000. In principle, the
waveforms could be processed in fewer matrices of a larger
size, however this would take more computing time.

Step 1. Obtain singular values. The singular value
decomposition is applied to each matrix M , obtaining
the matrix S with singular values on the diagonal. For
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FIG. 12. The first 50 singular values obtained by SVD for the
measured waveforms of optical pulses.

example, in the case of intensity fluctuation, the SVD is
first applied to the waveforms of instrument noise, which
allows us to know all the singular values of the noise.
The instrument noise waveforms are processed in blocks
of 100, then their singular values are averaged over all the
blocks to obtain a reference set. Then the waveforms of
optical pulses for the vacuum, decoy, and signal state are
processed by SVD to obtain their singular values as well
(individually for each block, without averaging). Figure 12
shows the first 50 singular values for the measured wave-
forms of the three latter states in one of the blocks. It
can be seen that only a few singular values are dominat-
ing elements with information about the intensity, and the
remaining singular values are relatively smaller due to the
IID instrument noise.

Step 2. Determine the truncation threshold. A truncation
threshold ε is manually determined either to be the singu-
lar value that suddenly becomes smaller than the previous
one or the singular value that is close to the maximum
one of the instrument noise. The former approach is used
when a SNR is high, such as for the waveforms of optical
pulses for the decoy and signal state. The latter approach
is used when the SNR is relatively low, such as for the
vacuum state. In our measurement of intensity fluctuation,
the maximum singular value of the instrument noise in the
reference set is 0.4691, which we regard as the truncation
threshold of the vacuum state. Thus, for the signal (decoy,
vacuum) state, ε is set to be the value of the seventh (fifth,
twelfth) element, as illustrated in Fig. 12.

Step 3. Truncate and reconstruct the filtered waveform.
The singular values that are equal to or smaller than ε

are zeroed, obtaining matrix S′. The filtered waveform is
then reconstructed as M ′ = US′V	. After that, the energy
of each optical pulse is calculated by integrating the fil-
tered waveform, whose data is each row of matrix M ′. The
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fluctuation distributions after filtering are then calculated
according to Stage 3 presented in main text for the cases of
both phase fluctuation and intensity fluctuation.

We remark that for the measurements presented in this
study in Figs. 4 and 7, the distributions filtered by SVD
happen to be close to Gaussian. The simple Gaussian
denoising technique described in the beginning of this
Appendix gives a result that is close to that of SVD. How-
ever the SVD can also handle non-Gaussian experimen-
tally measured distributions (which we observe in some
of our experiments), thus it remains our chosen denoising
method.
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